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E-book Purpose Statement
We’re in the midst of unprecedented business change with three major “storms”
impacting startups, small and medium sized businesses, and enterprises alike
while completely shifting the way we work and serve customers.

While advances in Supply Chain
4.0 and Digital Transformation
have slowly progressed over the
last decade, these major storms of
2020 have dramatically
accelerated the pace of change
and disrupted even the most
slow-to-change industries.
So how should business and technology leaders move forward in this
volatile climate with a coherent strategy for success?
The goal of this e-book is to summarize the
current business impact of three major
“storms” of change -- digital transformation,
global crisis (e.g. COVID-19), and supply
chain 4.0 while also proposing a technology
solution to combat them and endure.
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First Storm of Change:

2

Second Storm of Change

Essentially, how leaders can find calm
within the eye of the perfect storm of
business change through a more
comprehensive Cloud ERP technology
solution of Salesforce and Ascent Solutions.
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Third Storm of Change

Digital Transformation

Global Crisis (e.g. COVID-19)

Supply Chain 4.0

Eye of the Storm

Ascent Solutions
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First Storm of Change:

Digital Transformation
We now know that companies who invest in
digital transformation have dramatically
improved their operations. Moving away
from legacy systems and spreadsheets to a
cloud-based ERP directly impacts the
bottom line.
A better customer experience leads to
incremental revenue, lower costs, higher
customer satisfaction and less churn.

62%
A recent study by Deloitte
and MAPI showed that 62% of

global manufacturing leaders
say they are investing in digital
factory plans

70%
70% of respondents in a
Salesforce survey said new

technologies have made it easier
for them to take their business
elsewhere.

Furthermore, companies that embrace
digital transformation also gain the
ability to scale and grow their business
more effectively than companies that

don’t embrace cloud-based technology.

Two recent studies by Deloitte and
Salesforce also found increased factory
investment in cloud technology and have
made it easier for companies to expand:
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First Storm of Change:

Digital Transformation

What are the most common challenges when using an antiquated approach
for inventory management?
Rigid Monolithic Systems: For decades

companies have been sold a rigid, one-sizefits-all monolithic ERP tool, which often
leads to low utilization, suboptimal demand
planning, and low return on investment. Just
as business requirements can change over
time, so should the technology designed to
support an evolving business.
Niche Vendor Tools: On the other end of

the spectrum, niche vendor tools don’t
provide the power and scalability of a cloudbased ERP platform. Having the ability to
quickly expand inventory levels or efficiently
add new SKUs to support customer demand
are critical in a real-time marketplace.

Limitations of Spreadsheets: Manual data

entry in spreadsheets can lead to clerical errors
and doesn’t provide real-time visibility across
large inventory datasets. As a result, you run
the risk of inaccurate inventory, out-of-stock
items that cause missed sales, and excess
costs from overstocking.
An efficient inventory management system
provides asset information, as well as,
additional intelligence such as storage
temperature, expiration dates and lot numbers.
Too much additional information impacts
spreadsheet usability and limits analysis.

More information about the limitations of spreadsheets and legacy systems can be found in this

Ascent Solutions blog post here.
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Second Storm of Change:

Global Crisis (e.g. COVID-19)
Who could have predicted a global pandemic
the likes we haven t seen since the Spanish Flu of
1918? But one thing is predictable in business is
that things inevitably change.
’

COVID 19 disrupted everything from the way
companies work to the impact of relying on
overseas suppliers that can no longer ship
inventory to US manufacturers at the same levels.
-

Recent research from McKinsey and Gallop reflect employee and leadership
thoughts about how the pandemic has changed their approach to work:

90%
90% of executives believe
COVID-19 will

fundamentally change the
way they do business over
the next five years.

81%

66%

81 percent of companies

Nearly two-thirds of U.S.
workers who have been

are either in the process of
implementing enterprise
resource planning software or
have completed integration

working remotely during the
pandemic would like to
continue to do so

What this means for business leaders is a renewed
focus on ways to improve the entire value chain of
a company from employees to customers.
Unfortunately, this challenge is complex and
expansive across the entire organization.
The good news is companies such as Amazon and
Salesforce are leading the way with technological
innovation and a customer centric approach that s
enabling more control over the entire value chain.
-

'
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Third Storm of Change:
Supply Chain 4.0

The final storm we ll discuss in this ebook is Supply Chain 4.0. This can have a broad meaning
so let s level set by first defining what we mean by the phrase. McKinsey has defined it well:
'

'

Supply Chain 4.0 is the application
of the Internet of Things, the use of
advanced robotics, and the
application of advanced analytics
of big data in supply chain
management: place sensors in
everything, create networks
everywhere, automate anything,
and analyze everything to
significantly improve performance
and customer satisfaction"

"

McKinsey & Company

-

While IoT, big data, and advanced robotics are
nothing new, in recent years breakthroughs in
many of these technologies have accelerated
the pervasiveness within the supply chain
process implored by manufacturers.

For example, the use of autonomous trucks
and drone tech to make customer deliveries
and back end robotics that pick, pack, and
ship merchandise are quickly becoming the
industry standard.
-

Also fueling this growth is a necessity to keep up rapidly increasing consumer demand
for goods with ecommerce retail sales expected to surpass 189B over the holidays:
$

Online Holiday Spend by Year (with Median 2020 Forecast) Source: Adobe Analytics
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For better or worse Amazon has set the bar extremely high with consumer expectation for

shipping and receiving. This puts immense pressure on manufacturing and distribution
companies to deliver and manage quick turnarounds for their customers.

Eye of the Storm

Ascent Solutions and Salesforce
As you continue to better understand these
storms of change and seek refuge from their
volatility, the next logical step is to consider
a strategy to change the long term trajectory
of your business. Adopting cloud-based
technology is one approach for companies
that are concerned about the time and
expense that goes into building and
managing on premise or legacy systems.
While there are still costs associated with
evaluating and maintaining 3rd party cloud
technology for front and back office
operations, at this stage of the Cloud ERP
lifecycle these risks have been greatly
reduced as the industry has matured into a
multi-billion dollar market of extensive
platforms vs many niche tools.
In this final section of the ebook, we propose
a Cloud ERP solution to consider for the
benefit of your evolving business. One that
gives you a complete picture of the front and
back office requirements needed to manage
the entire customer lifecycle while also
giving you more control over supplier and
vendor relationships.

Salesforce is an industry leader in CRM
quickly approaching $20 billion in annual
revenue because of it’s cloud-based
technology, subscription model, and
customer-centric approach. Salesforce’s
philosophy of “Customer 360” has truly
shaped its product roadmap, tools, and apps
over the last twenty years.
In fact, one of Salesforce’s best kept secrets
is it provides capability for companies to
manage both front office (CRM) and back
office (inventory, orders, finance, accounting,
warehouse) through a combination of
Salesforce and partner apps on the
AppExchange.
That’s where we come in. Ascent Solutions is
a team of distribution and manufacturing
technology enthusiasts that understand the
term “ERP” is often oversold and underdelivered. As companies have historically
been sold a rigid, one size fits all monolithic
ERP tool, challenges such as low utilization,
suboptimal demand planning, and low
return on investment naturally ensued.
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15 years ago Ascent Solutions made the strategic decision to
become a Salesforce ISV partner and ever since Ascent has been

building apps and industry solutions that extend Salesforce from the
front office to the back office for ERP, inventory, order management,
demand planning, and reverse logistics.

What are the benefits of selecting a Cloud Technology solution of
Salesforce Ascent Solutions?
+

Accelerate digital transformation with
business process expertise and industryproven tools for demand planning,
inventory, order, warehouse, and return
management. A flexible, cloud-based
toolkit is critical for companies that are
reshaping a business to scale with
customer needs.
With over a decade working with
Salesforce customers on demand
planning, inventory, order, warehouse and
return management, we have the
Salesforce expertise and platform
knowledge to support your growth needs.

Ascent Solutions apps and solutions are
100% native Salesforce managed
packages with intuitive interfaces that are
easy to use with Lightning interface,
Lightning Flow, Process Builder, and Flow
Builder.
Ascent Solutions integrates with leading
back office solutions such as Quickbooks,
Accounting Seed, Xero, Zenkraft, Avalara
Avatax, and Kulturra.
Ascent Solutions’ knowledge base,
documentation, and expert customer
support are available to assist you from
purchase to deployment, and beyond.

How is working with Ascent Solutions different than traditional ERP providers? With deep

knowledge and expertise on Salesforce we are able to work closely with customers on unique
and flexible solutions to better fit specific business requirements. This goes against the
traditional one-size-fits-all approach of many ERP vendors.
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A specific example of creating a powerful e-commerce solution is Ascent and Salesforce
customer Giddy, which was able to implement three Salesforce clouds and an ERP ecommerce solution in 45 days. This approach to leverage Salesforce for the front office with
Ascent Solutions powering the back office enabled Giddy to quickly build an "enterprise
level" omni-channel process under budget without disrupting their existing business. The key
to Giddy's success was a strategy to utilize Salesforce with a flexible ERP solution like Ascent
Solutions that extended Salesforce capability to fit Giddy's needs.

"I approached Ascent with an impossible task. While building 3 Salesforce
clouds in 40 days, help us install configure and use Ascent ERP, and be live in
45 days. They accepted the challenge and brought their “A” Team in.
We not only delivered on time and under budget, but kept the business running
and cutover without a hitch. They not only delivered what they promised but
they brought so much more with it. In less that 45 days we went from a small ecommerce company to a fully functional enterprise software run company.
The product is highly customizable and was able to adapt to omni-channel
selling including e-commerce, B2B and government sales instantly. Without
choosing Ascent we would still be figuring out how to process orders, now we
are not only fully functional but we are optimizing business process and
efficiencies."
Head of IT, Giddy Holdings LLC

A final thought to consider as you determine the best approach for your evolving business.

In today’s on-demand market, the customer experience is as important as the products sold.
Simply put, providing superior customer experience is no longer a luxury but a crucial
necessity. Adopting cloud technology is a powerful way to put the customer at the center of
your business.

More information about Ascent Solutions is available on our website: www.ascenterp.com
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION & COVID-19: CHANGING WORKPLACES
FOREVER

Learn More About Ascent Solutions
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MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
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